INTERVIEW Ronald Flieth, Husband of Nancy Dietze
Dear Ronald, how did this clip come about?
Daniel Hetzel has already answered this question very well and it hits the nail on the head. I can add
that Nancy always let me participate in all projects with Daniel. She always said to me, “Ronald, you
are my greatest and most trusted critic, so your opinion and approval is most important to me!”
There was no photo I didn't see before the release, she didn't decide anything without my opinion,
that was always most important to her. This has always been a great vote of confidence for me. After
she told me about the clip and I also saw the first pictures I was immediately enthusiastic. Since I
have always admired the cooperation between Nancy and Daniel very much, I was immediately
convinced that it would be something very special and I was eagerly looking forward to it.
What did Nancy want to express with this clip, what is her message to the women affected?
That answer is quite clear! Nancy always wanted to show people what they could achieve with their
own strength and energy. She wanted you to participate in her emotional states and phases by
means of this video and thus expressing that fear can also show courage. That beauty is in every
human being and that beauty must not be in the hands of this disease.
What is your message as Nancy's closest partner and constant companion to society?
“As long as you breathe, fight!"
We always said we were a team. Nancy always said to me, "You are my greatest gift, the best gift in
my life, you always give me the most power to keep on fighting.” But I have always replied to her
that I see it differently. Because I have her to thank for my strength. Nancy, her energy and strength,
her attitude to life and her smile are the only thing in the world I believe in. It kept getting me up.
You should never suppress the fact that this disease also endangers, changes and strongly influences
a relationship, so it was no question with us, but we didn't just want to accept it, we talked about it
again and again and that was and is most important! Talking is damn important. But it is just as
important to “live”, to get the best out of these situations, to grab life by the horns and to go out. A
friends band (Flesh'n'Blood from Merseburg) has a song that has accompanied us constantly and
helped us through many difficult moments to raise our heads again and always in TEAM. The
following excerpt from the text hits the nail on the head and has always been part of our attitude:
“Then more than ever! If all hope seems already lost just then, when everything is shit (yes, then
even more) show the world that it must still count on you that this is a new beginning and not the
end.”

